
ChoiceScripts™ and WLT Software Partner to 
Further Streamline Pharmacy Benefits Integration
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ChoiceScripts ℞ and WLT Software announced a new partnership that will broaden access to leading pharmacy benefit 
management solutions for WLT Software clients and simplify data and workflows for ChoiceScripts clients through the seamless 
exchange of accumulator data.

“ChoiceScripts is thrilled to partner with WLT Software to streamline our solutions and make them more accessible for our 
partners and clients,” said Joseph Yaklic, President, Co-founder, & COO at ChoiceScripts. “This collaboration will create a better 
experience for everyone involved as we move towards a future where the integration of technology continues to remove the barriers 
of inefficiencies and disconnection in healthcare.”

This partnership is a win for payors since they will have the ability to make more informed decisions based on actionable, timely 
insights through the automatic exchange of data. Health plans looking to integrate ChoiceScripts as their pharmacy benefit 
manager and consultant can also receive a no-cost savings analysis to compare pharmacy savings to their current arrangement and 
others on the market. This removes another barrier to pharmacy integration, making the process more manageable from  
every angle.

About ChoiceScripts Rx
ChoiceScripts is an innovative pharmacy benefits architect, combining the best of benefits consultation and management. 
Headquartered in Royal Oak, MI, ChoiceScripts offers personalized, custom-built benefit solutions, making them more than 
just a PBM. ChoiceScripts stands on a foundation of expertise, flexibility, and transparency in its commitment to transforming 
pharmacy benefits for partners and clients. For more information about how ChoiceScripts can leverage expertise to build a better 
pharmacy plan for you, visit choicscripts.com.

About WLT Software
Founded in William L. Tiner’s family home in 1979, WLT knows claims administration software⸺we’ve been perfecting it for 
more than 40 years. As the technology and employee benefits industry evolved, so did we. Today, we stand as a leading provider of 
advanced benefits administration and claims adjudication systems for Insurance Companies, Government Employee Plans, TPAs, 
Cost Containment Companies, and Self-Administered Groups. With WLT Software’s exclusive and proprietary suite of services, 
our clients are instantly connected⸺and stay connected⸺to the industry’s most comprehensive, compliant, and automated 
benefits administration solutions. For more information, visit wltsoftware.com.
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